Introduction
Exploring alternative renewable energy sources represents one of the most prominent tasks for natural sciences due to the world's steadily growing energy consumption [1] . The conversion of solar energy into appropriate chemical forms and its storage, e.g., in form of hydrogen, attracts particular attention, as sun light meets all ecological and power requirements for renewable energy sources [2] [3] [4] . Although the history of sun-light driven conversion of water into hydrogen started with heterogeneous systems (see, e.g., [5, 6] ), homogeneous photocatalysis has been developed and extensively studied [7] [8] [9] [10] . The key substance in the whole process is a photostable material, a photosensitizer (PS), capable to effectively absorb visible light and to live long enough in an excited state of charge-transfer nature in order to initiate separate oxidation and reduction half-reactions. The most popular PSs are noble-metal-organic complexes of ruthenium, platinum, rhenium, and iridium, although various organic dyes, porphyrins, manganese and copper complexes have been proposed as well (see reviews [9] [10] [11] [12] and references therein). The rational design and further improvement of photocatalytic systems for hydrogen generation requires a mechanistic understanding of all underlying processes [13] and in particular, a detailed characterization of the excited electronic states of the PSs.
In the present article, we study a number of derivatives from the family of Ir(III)-based PSs with the general formula [Ir(C ∧ N) 2 (N ∧ N)]PF 6 (sketched in Figure 1 ), where C ∧ N denotes (substituted)
phenyl pyridine (ppy) ligands and N ∧ N stands for (substituted) bipyridine (bpy) ligands introduced by Bernhard et al. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The unsubstituted [Ir(ppy) 2 (bpy)]PF 6 is abbreviated as IrPS in the following.
Electronic transitions and charge-transfer (CT) properties of Ir(III) PSs can be flexibly tuned by chemical modification of the ligands (for a review, see [13] ). The parent IrPS and its derivatives were applied in the photocatalytic scheme for water reduction half-reaction developed by Beller et al. [20] . It comprises a heteroleptic Ir(III)-based PS, triethylamine as a sacrificial reductant, and a series of iron carbonyl compounds as water reduction catalysts. A number of catalytic, EPR, spectroscopic and theoretical studies of these systems has been already published [11, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Among these works, mostly IrPS was in the focus of joint experimental/theoretical studies for investigation of the underlying mechanisms.
In this communication, previously described and synthesized Ir-based PSs are studied theoretically in detail. The aim is to reveal the influence of chemical modification by ligand variation onto the characteristics of the bright and dark states of these photosensitizers. The paper is organized as follows. First, we analyze absorption spectra and discuss peculiarities of excited states structures; Second, we provide computational and experimental details. We close the discussion with an outlook and conclusions. 
Results and Discussion
Previously, on the basis of a multi-spectroscopic/computational study, the ppy ligand has been identified as being relevant for the properties of the first bright transition in IrPS, whereas the bpy ligand has been found to be important as an electron reservoir storing the electron after photoreduction by a sacrificial reductant [27] . Thus, chemical modification of these ligands separately could shed light on how these properties can be manipulated, thus paving the way for a rational design of future PSs. The chemical structures of the derivatives of both ppy and bpy ligands is sketched in Figure 1 . The parent complex is denoted as IrPS, whereas the PSs containing modified ppy and bpy ligands are denoted as Pn and Bn, respectively. For some cases, B1-B3 and B9, chemical derivation represents addition of some donor or acceptor groups to the original ligand. For most of the cases, however, the entire aromatic system of the ligand is modified by introducing heteroatoms and changing the size of the conjugated aromatic system. These derivatives were indicated as potentially perspective for photocatalytic applications, see Refs. [21, 22, 33] .
As a first step, we have optimized the range-separation parameter. For all PSs studied in this work ω was found to be 0.17-0.19 bohr −1 . For the parent IrPS, its complexes with silver clusters, triethylamine, and iron carbonyls, a similar value of about 0.18 bohr −1 has been obtained previously [11, 28, 31] . LC-BLYP with optimal ω was shown to provide the best agreement with experimental spectra of the oxidized and reduced IrPS and, simultaneously, to increase the triplet stability of the ground state solution, which is essential for the accuracy of the excited states energies [31] . The obtained value is notably smaller than standard ω parameters (0.33 bohr −1 [34] and 0.47 bohr −1 [35] ) obtained for training sets of atoms or small molecules and implemented as default values in quantum-chemical codes. The decrease of the optimal ω value with increasing system size has been previously found for numerous cases (see e.g., Refs. [36] [37] [38] [39] ), and rationalized by the fact that ω −1 defines a characteristic distance for switching between short-and long-range parts of the Coulomb interaction. Thus, the ω values obtained here for different species were found to be very close to the parent IrPS case, since the characteristic extent of the electron density, conjugation length, and inter-electronic distances are similar. As a note in caution we add that one should not count on such similarity to hold true in general.
In Figures 2 and 3 , the calculated and experimental absorption spectra are presented for Pn and Bn derivatives. The respective stick spectra are also shown, with the sticks' colors denoting transitions of different character. The assignment was done in a fully automatized way on the basis of an analysis of configuration interaction coefficients and orbital contributions stemming from different moieties. Here, we distinguish between ligand-centered, LC, (both intraligand and ligand-to-ligand charge-transfer excitations are included), iridium ligand-field, LF, and three types of metal-to-ligand charge-transfer, MLCT, transitions. The latter includes Ir → π * (ppy), Ir → π * (bpy), and mixed MLCT transitions denoted collectively as MLCT(mixed). In addition, there is a number of transitions (denoted as mixed) having a very complicated character which cannot be classified into the above-mentioned groups. Such an assignment was done to simplify the analysis in terms of ligands acquiring an electron in course of photoexcitation to MLCT states. Since the singlet-triplet intensities were not calculated, the energetic positions of the triplet states are presented as bars below each spectrum with the same color code as for singlet states. It should be noted that the nature of the lowest-lying triplet states is of primary importance for light-emitting devices and photocatalytic reactions. However, the main focus in this communication is put on the absorption properties, where the properties of singlet states are of primary interest [40] [41] [42] .
Overall, we note that there is a fairly good agreement of the calculated spectra with experiment. This holds true despite the fact that singlet-triplet contributions are omitted, vibronic structure of the transitions is not included, and a single width for broadening was applied without attempting to fit to the experiment. Thus, one may conclude that the optimally-tuned range-separation functional provides accurate information on the excited states, building a basis for further detailed analysis. This is remarkable since in the ∆SCF procedure energies of only the HOMO and LUMO are self-consistently adjusted. Nevertheless, such tuning leads to a reliable prediction also of higher-lying transitions involving deeper occupied and higher unoccupied orbitals.
The photochemical fate of the photosensitizer is determined first of all by the character of the lowest bright transition as well as by lower-lying dark states. Concerning the performance, the first bright transition is of particular importance because the sun's spectrum has minute overlap with the high-energy part of the absorption spectrum. Thus, one of the conditions to improve the efficiency of PSs is to ensure a notable spectral overlap, what requires shifting of the bright transitions below 3.7 eV. However, this energy should be larger than the theoretical limit of 1.23 eV required to reduce H 3 O + to hydrogen in course of the subsequent steps of the catalytic reaction. Difference densities for the mentioned transitions are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . More detailed information on the natures of first dark and first bright singlet-singlet transitions is presented in Table 1 . Regardless of the chemical derivation, the HOMO and LUMO orbitals always correspond to d x 2 −y 2 and π*(bpy) MOs, respectively. The first dark transition can be unambiguously assigned to a HOMO-LUMO transition in all cases (see Table 1 and compare density difference plots given as the right-most and left-most columns in Figures 2 and 3) , whereas the bright state shows more variability (see density differences in the insets in Figures 2 and 3) . Although for the parent IrPS the d x 2 −y 2 → π*(ppy) transition is the lowest bright one, the modification of both ligands can change its nature. For about half of the derivatives, the excitation ends up at a π*(bpy) orbital and the donor orbitals change to d xz or d yz of Ir, π(ppy) or even to mixture of both cases. Albeit the fact that the molecules are in general asymmetric, i.e., no symmetry-based selection rules can be applied, the dark states correspond to transitions between orbitals lying in the same plane, as, e.g., d x 2 −y 2 → π*(bpy). In turn, bright states correspond to transitions where donor and acceptor orbitals are not coplanar. For instance, this holds true for the transitions d x 2 −y 2 → π*(ppy), d xz/yz → π*(bpy), and π(ppy) → π*(bpy). Table 1 . Energies and assignment of the first dark and first bright singlet-singlet transitions for all compounds. The character is given in terms of leading orbitals with respect to highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) (H) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) (L).
Compound E, eV (Osc. str.) Assignment Character
The nature of the relevant transitions can be roughly correlated with the type of the chemical modification of the original ligands. Apart from adding side donor or acceptor groups (-i-C 3 H 7 , -Ph, -COOH, -CN) to the initial bpy or ppy ligands, the aromatic system is modified by introducing heteroatoms. The sp 2 pyridinic nitrogen atoms slightly increase the aromatic stabilization energy, whereas the sp 3 pyrolic nitrogen or sp 2 oxygen and sulfur heteroatoms decrease it. For the Pn series, this implies that apart from P2 and P3 the energy of the d x 2 −y 2 → π*(ppy) transition shifts to the blue and may become higher than the bright d xz/yz → π*(bpy) ones. In such situations, the nature of the lowest bright transitions changes. For the Bn series, the introduction of acceptor groups or the increase of aromaticity of the "bpy" ligand leads to a change of character of the first bright transition to d xz/yz /π(ppy) → π*(bpy), see Table 1 . The only exception is B8.
The energies of the bright states slightly vary in the series of PSs. For most species, a slight red shift up to 0.3 eV with respect to the parent IrPS can be observed. Exceptions being B6, P4, and P6 where a small blue shift up to 0.1 eV occurs. This implies that the spectral overlap with the sun light should be enhanced upon certain chemical modifications, but a dramatic increase of the absorption efficiency cannot be achieved without a principal change of the class of PSs. The transition energies of the lowest dark state mostly vary with changing the bpy ligand, dropping by up to 0.06 eV in case of B5, although the derivation of the ppy ligand may also influence its energy as in case of P6. The relative intensities of the two considered transitions for each compound vary by a factor from 6 to 270.
Interestingly, the modification of one ligand may notably influence the transitions involving other parts of the complex. This can be caused by general changes in the orbital shapes due to the changing donor or acceptor character of the ligands. As an illustration one can look at the character of doubly-occupied 5d-orbitals of IrPS. In Table 2 , the percentage of localization on the central Ir-atom is presented. The extent of d-character lies between 35% and 67% pointing to the partial charge delocalization even without electronic excitation. For some cases, even 4 or 5 orbitals in the occupied subspace near the HOMO can be ascribed as d-ones mixed with some π orbitals of the ligands. Table 2 . Percentage of localization of electron density on d orbitals of Ir for all compounds. In parenthesis, the character is given in terms of leading orbitals with respect to HOMO (H). The variation of CT character can be most easily seen on the example of triplet states given as bars under the respective spectra in Figures 2 and 3 . For most derivatives, a high density of the LC states is observed for energies above 4 eV. However, for P2, B5, and B9 they systematically appear at notably lower energies. LC states in general can be expected to produce charge separation in the molecule insufficient to initiate further photocatalytic redox reactions. Such changes can also explain the strong variation of transition intensities mentioned above.
Note also that the environment, due to, e.g., solvatochromic and rigidochromic effects, could also influence the relative positions of LC and MLCT states, see Ref. [43] . Although for emission from a single or a small group of states this can have a pronounced effect, we found that the general shape of the absorption spectrum does not change much when e.g., comparing acetonitrile with tetrahydrofuran for the case of IrPS (data not shown). The positions of individual lines can vary somewhat but due to their large number and significant broadening this influence is mitigated.
Computational Details
Density functional theory (DFT) together with the long-range corrected functional LC-BLYP [34, 44, 45] was chosen as the main theoretical approach. Although DFT is a well-known approach for investigation of ground and excited-state properties of relatively large systems [46] the CT properties of metal-organic complexes were shown to be strongly dependent on the exchange-kernel [25, 47] . In case of widely used local and hybrid functionals, DFT suffers from incorrect description of long-range CT states [48, 49] , which are of primary interest for photocatalytic applications of metal-organic complexes, since the catalytic cycle necessarily includes intra-or inter-molecular charge separation. The problem might be solved by using long-range corrected functionals, where exact Hartree-Fock exchange is used at long distances providing the correct asymptotic behavior [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . This scheme introduces an additional parameter, ω, determining the range of switching between short-and long-range exchange contributions. In general, this parameter depends on the electronic density and, thus, is system-dependent. A fully ab initio procedure for tuning the range-separation parameter is provided by the ∆SCF method. It ensures that Koopmans' theorem is fulfilled for the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) [53, 56, 57] . The details of the particular implementation of the protocol applied here can be found elsewhere [31] .
All PSs have been studied using the following computational strategy. First, the ground state geometry in vacuum has been optimized with the standard value of the range-separation parameter (0.47 bohr −1 ). For this geometry, the optimal tuning procedure has been applied. Second, the geometry has been re-optimized with the corresponding optimal value of ω and including the solvent (THF) via the polarizable continuum model (PCM). All minimal configurations have been checked for the absence of imaginary frequencies by harmonic frequency analysis. For the calculations of the lowest 200 singlet and 200 triplet states, the standard linear-response time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) formalism was utilized. However, the intensities of the spin-forbidden singlet-triplet transitions were not calculated, although Ir has large spin-orbit coupling constant. Recently, it was shown that singlet/triplet mixing in similar Ir photosensitizers has only a minor impact on the absorption spectra and results in small red shifts of the bands in the visible range and a decrease of intensities as triplet states possess small oscillator strengths [40] [41] [42] . As we have not aimed at fitting spectral widths for various PSs and transitions of different nature, a Gaussian broadening with a universal parameter (0.25 eV) has been applied to all stick-spectra. For DFT/TDDFT calculations no symmetry restrictions were applied. All calculations have been performed using the LANL2DZ ECP basis set for Ir and the 6-31G(d) basis set for all other atoms. Solvent effects on transitions have been included within the PCM approach [58] . All calculations were done with the Gaussian09 suite of programs [59] . Pre-and post-processing of data has been done with homemade programs.
Experimental Details
Steady-state UV/Vis absorption spectra of Pn compounds were recorded with a Specord 50 spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena, Jena, Germany) at room temperature. The photosensitizers were dissolved with a concentration of about 10 −5 M in tetrahydroforan of Uvasol-quality (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). The solutions were filled in a fused silica cuvette with an optical path length of 1 cm. Experimental spectra of B1-B8 and B9 in acetonitrile were taken from Refs. [21, 33] , respectively.
Conclusions
In the present work, we have explored ground and excited state properties of a series of Ir-based photosensitizers, which are derivatives of the parent IrPS extensively investigated before in catalytic, spectroscopic, and theoretical studies [11, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . To facilitate an accurate description of the excited states, the optimally-tuned range-separated density functional approach has been chosen. This method has demonstrated a very good agreement of calculated absorption spectra with experiments and thus provides a good basis for theoretical analysis. This holds true especially for CT excitations, where conventional density functionals are known to fail. Chemical modification of the parent IrPS demonstrates a number of trends, with some of them being non-trivial. For instance, modification of one ligand can notably influence the transitions involving other parts of the photosensitizer. In general, the most important bright singlet-singlet transition is of Ir → π*(ppy) type and chemical derivation may shift it both to the red (what is a favorable scenario to enhance absorption efficiency due to the better overlap with the sun spectrum) or to the blue. In the latter case the nature of the lowest bright transition may change.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that the chosen method can provide an in-depth understanding of the correlations between chemical structure and photochemical properties of photosensitizers. This is an important prerequisite for the rational design of efficient photocatalytic systems.
